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Abstract 
Z. FiilBp, A complete description for a monoid of deterministic bottom-up tree transformation 
classes, Theoretical Computer Science 88 (1991) 253-268. 
We consider the set h4 = {DB, LDB, NDB, LNDB, H, LH, NH} of which the elements are the class 
of deterministic bottom-up tree transformations (DB), the linear, the nondeleting and the linear, 
nondeleting subclasses of DB (LDB. NDB and LNDB); the class of homomorphism tree transforma- 
tions (H), the linear and the nondeleting subclasses of H (LH and NH). 
The main aim of this paper is to obtain a finite generating system of the equations of the form 
X1o..,oX,= Y,o...o Y,,, where Xi, TeM for 1 <i<m, 1 <j<n and 0 is the composition of tree 
transformation classes. Therefore, we give a finite Thue system over M, where M is now considered 
as a seven-letter alphabet, such that two words X 
*I 
.,...X,and Y,*...*Y,ofthefreemonoidM*are 
congruent module the Thue congruence tt generated by T over M* if and only if 
X1 d...oX,,,= Y, c ‘..i Y,. Moreover, we give a seTN of representatives for the congruence A and an 
T 
inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes of the form .Z,o ... ;Z,, where Z,.....Z,EN. We 
also present an algorithm, that to eaci word X1.. . X,EM* produces the (unique) representative 
Z1*....Zk~N such that X,*...*X, ‘;’ Z,*...*Z,. We prove that, using this algorithm and the 
inclusion diagram of the tree transformation classes represented by the elements of N, we can decide 
for any given tree transformation classes X 1 ‘...JX,,, and Y, 0..‘0 Y, obtained by composition from 
elementsofMifX,~~..~X, G Y,d...~Y,and, hence,ifX,a...~X,=Y,~...oY,. 
1. Introduction 
In the theory of tree transformations there is a considerable effort to find equations 
that hold for compositions of different tree transformation classes. 
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In case of deterministic bottom-up tree transformations [9,3] that are considered in 
this paper, such an equation is DB=LNDBoH, which expresses that the class of 
deterministic bottom-up tree transformations equals the composition of the class of 
linear, nondeleting deterministic bottom-up tree transformations and the class of 
homomorphism tree transformations. The proof of this fact can be found in [l] or [3]. 
If we have some equations like the above, then other equations can be proved from 
them. For example, from the equations DB = LNDBo H, NDB = LNDB oNH, which 
is a special case of the first one, and NHoLH=H (proved in [4]) we can prove that 
NDBo LH = LNDBoNHoLH = LNDBoH = DB, where NDB is the class of nondelet- 
ing deterministic bottom-up tree transformations and NH (LH) is the class of 
nondeleting (linear) homomorphism tree transformations. 
The aim of this paper is the following. We take the set 
M = {DB, LDB, NDB, LNDB, H, LH, NH} 
of deterministic bottom-up tree transformation classes and give a finite set T of 
equations between compositions of tree transformation classes taken from the set M, 
which is complete in the sense that any other equation between such compositions is 
provable from elements of T. (We note that LNH, the class of linear, nondeleting 
homomorphism tree transformations is not taken into M since LNHo Y= 
YoLNH= Y for every YEM.) 
We outline the solution of the problem. In the description we use some tools 
developed in the theory of Thue systems and monoid presentations [2] which prove to 
be very powerful in the solution. 
We observe that the set 
[M]=(Y1O...O Y,ln>O, YiEM for l<i<n}, 
i.e. the set of tree transformation classes which can be obtained from elements of M by 
composition 0, is a monoid with the operation 0, where the empty composition is 
denoted by I, the class of total, identical tree transformations. Further, we consider the 
free monoid M* generated by M and the homomorphism 1 / : M*+[M], which is the 
(unique) extension of the identity mapping on M. We observe that any equation over 
[M], writing the monoid operation l of M* for 0 in it, is a formal equation over M* 
which is valid in [M]. (A formal equation u = v over M* is valid in [M] if I u I = Iv/ 
holds.) Thus, we obtain that solving our problem is equivalent to giving a finite set 
T of formal equations over M * which are valid in [M] such that (M; T) is a presenta- 
tion for the monoid [M]. (We note that (M; T) is a finite presentation of [M] if 
[M]=M*/+, where $+ is the Thue congruence on M* generated by T.) We give 
a finite set T of formal equations over M *, then show that any of them is valid in [M] 
and finally prove that 8,, = G, where 8,, is the congruence on M* generated by ( I. This 
is, of course, sufficient since [M] E M*/0,, , too. During the proof we shall give the 
inclusion diagram of [M], which is important since it shows all inclusions and 
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incomparabilities between elements of [M]. Then, using this inclusion diagram, we 
show that it is decidable, given any Y, ZE[M], whether the inclusion YcZ (and, thus, 
the equality Y=Z) holds. Another by-product is that the word problem for the 
monoid M*j$+ is solvable, i.e. we can decide if w G z holds for any given w, ZEM*. 
Finally, we give another Thue system T’ over M such that T’ is equivalent to T and it 
has the so-called ChurchhRosser property. This entails that the word problem for 
M*/G is decidable in linear time by the standard algorithm described e.g. in [2]. 
We note that the analogous theory for deterministic top-down tree transducers was 
developed in the papers [4-71 and [lo]. 
The present paper consists of four sections. In Section 2 we recall some notions and 
notations concerning trees, bottom-up tree transducers and monoid presentations. In 
Section 3 we give the finite presentation (M; T) for [M] and, besides, find the inclusion 
diagram of [M]. In the last section we prove the decidability results for the word 
problem of M*/e and for the inclusion mentioned above. The Church-Rosser Thue 
system T’ that is equivalent to T is also presented in this section. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. General notations 
For any sets A and B, we denote by A c B, A c B and A $ B the facts that A is 
a subset of B, A is a proper subset of B and A is not a subset of B, respectively. 
Given a poset H, of which the order is the inclusion E, by the inclusion diagram of 
H we mean the Hasse diagram of H with respect to c. 
Let A be a set and let 0 be an equivalence relation on A. A subset N of A is a set of 
representatives for 8 if for every UEA there exists exactly one bEN such that ad b. 
A singleton set {u} will be identified with its unique element a. 
For any real number x, we denote by L.x J the integer part of x. 
2.2. Monoid presentations (cf. [2]) 
For any alphabet S, we denote by S* the free monoid generated by S. The empty 
word of S* is h. The length of a word WES* is denoted by t(w) and defined by d(h) = 0 
and [(au)= 1 +P(u), for any UES and reS*. The identity of words in S* is written as =. 
A Thue system T over S is a subset of S* x S *. The Thue congruence +$ over S* 
generated by T is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation ‘s’ which is defined as 
follows: for any w, ZES* we have w 7 z if and only if there exist x, YES* and (u, V)ET 
such that (w = xuy and z E XV~) or (w E xvq’ and z = xuy). 
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We write w 7 z if w rz such that e(w)>/(z). The reflexive, transitive closure of 
7, called reduction relation, is denoted by 5. An element weS* is called irreducible 
with respect to T if there exists no zeS* such that w 7 z. The set of the irreducible 
elements is denoted by IRR(T). 
We say that T has the Church-Rosser property if for any w, ZES*, w$z implies 
that there exists an XES* for which w + x and z f x. 
Given another Thue system T’ over S, then T’ is equivalent to T if $ = 6. 
A (finite) monoid presentation is an ordered pair (S; T), where S is an alphabet and 
T is a (finite) Thue system over S. (S; T) presents the factor monoid S*/$+. A monoid 
M is (finitely) presentable if there exists a (finite) monoid presentation (S; T) 
with MgS*/+$. Elements of T are called formal equations or defining relations 
over S. 
The word problem for the monoid S*/ 5 is solvable if there exists an algorithm 
which determines for any w, ZES* if w’&z holds. It is known that if T is 
Church-Rosser, then the word problem for ‘s*/ * ’ T IS solvable in linear time [2]. 
2.3. Trees and tree transformations 
A ranked alphabet C is a finite set in which every element has a unique rank in the 
set of nonnegative integers. For every integer m, 1, denotes the elements of C which 
have rank m. If ~EC, then we write @‘I to mean that ISEX,,. 
For an arbitrary set Y and a ranked alphabet C, Tr( Y) is the set of trees (or 
terms) over C indexed by Y. It is the smallest set for which (i) Ys T,( Y) and 
(ii) a(ti , . . . , t,)ETr( Y), whenever OEZ,,, with m>Oand tlr..., t,ETr(Y). In casem=O 
we write g rather than o( ) and we write T, for TX(@). 
We define two functions on trees. For any tcT,, the set sub(t) of subtrees oft and 
the number If(t) of leaves of t is defined by 
sub(t)={t}, If(t)= 1 if tfz.Z, 
and by 
SUb(t)={t}U(U(Sub(ti)ll<i<m)), If(t)= f lf(ti) if t=a(tl,..., t,) 
i=l 
for ~EC, with m>O and t, ,..., t,ETz, respectively. 
Throughout the paper X denotes the countably infinite set {x1, x2,. } of 
symbols called variables. For m20, X, is the set {x1 ,... , x,} of the first m ele- 
ments of X. 
The set T,(X,) is written as Tr,,. We distinguish a subset TX,,, of T,,, as 
follows: a tree tETx,m is in fz,,, if and only if every variable of X, appears exactly 
once in t. 
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If tETz,, and ri,..., rm are elements of another set Y, then t(r, ,..., r,) denotes the 
tree obtained from t by substituting Yi for every occurrence Of Xi in t, for each 1 < id m. 
Of course, we have t(r, ,..., r,)ETz( Y). 
A tree language L over 1 is a subset of T,. 
For arbitrary ranked alphabets z and d, a tree transformation A from Tz to T, is 
a subset of TX x Td. Given two tree transformations A E T, x Td and BL Td x Tn, the 
composition of A and B is defined as 
AoB={(t, S)ET~X T,I(t, r)EA and (r, S)EB for some reTA}. 
A is called total if for every tET,, there exists an SE Td with (t, s)EA. For any t ET,, 
we define A(t)={s~T~[(t, s)EA} and, for any tree language LsT,, we put 
A(L)=u(A(t)I tgL). 
The composition 0 can be extended to classes consisting of tree transformations in 
a natural way: for any classes Y and Z of tree transformations, we have 
YoZ={AoBIAEYand BEZ}. 
In general, we are interested only in those tree transformation classes which can be 
given in an effective way. In this paper we consider especially the classes of tree 
transformations which are induced by different subclasses of the class of deterministic 
bottom-up tree transducers. 
2.4. Bottom-up tree transducers (cf. [3,9]) 
A bottom-up tree transducer is a construct A =(C, Q, d, R, Q’), where 
(a) C and LI are the input and the output ranked alphabets, respectively, 
(b) Q is a ranked alphabet, the set of states of A, with Q=Qi and Qn(CuduX) 
=8, 
(c) Q’sQ is the set of final states, 
(d) R is a finite set of rewriting rules of the form a(q, (x1), . . . , qm(xm))+q(r), where 
m30, ~EC,,,, q, ql, . . . . q,,,EQ and rETA.m. 
In fact A is nothing else than a rewriting system over the set T,(Q(T,)). We define 
the rewriting relation T over T,(Q(T,)) as follows: for any t, seT,(Q(T,)), we have 
t T s if and only if the rule specified in (d) is in R and s appears from t by substituting 
an occurrence of a subtree of the form a(q, (tI ), . . , q,,,(t,,,)) oft (where t,, . . . , t,E T,) by 
q(r(ti,..., L)). 
Besides, A induces a tree transformation from Tz to Td, denoted also by A, which is 
defined as follows: 
A={@, S)ETzX Tdlt s q(s) for some qEQ’}, 
where x is the reflexive, transitive closure of 2. 
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Given a rule as in (d) from R, then a(q,(xl), . . . . qm(xm)) is called the left-hand side 
and q(r) is the right-hand side of the rule. It is often useful to specify the right-hand 
side of a rule in a more detailed form which shows the places where a variable xi oc- 
curs in that right-hand side. Therefore, for q(r) we write q(r’(xl, . . . , x1, . . . . x,, . . . . x,)), 
wherer’E~~,.forsomen~Oandthereexistn,,...,n,30sothatn=n,+...+n,and 
Xi appears ni times in r’(x,, . . . , xi, . . . , x,, . . . ,x,) for every 1 < if m. 
The bottom-up tree transducer A = (C, Q, d, R, Q’) is called deterministic if there are 
no different rules in R with the same left-hand side, in which case A induces a partial 
function from TX to Td. 
We say that A is a bottom-up tree automaton if C= A and every rule in R has the 
form o(ql(x,),...,q,(x,))~q(o(x,,..., x,)). A bottom-up tree automaton always in- 
duces a partial identity over T,. A tree language is recognizable if it is the domain 
(and, hence, the range) of a partial identity induced by a bottom-up tree automaton. 
Let a(q,(x,),...,q,(x,))+q(r) be an arbitrary rule in R. Then A is called linear 
(nondeleting) if each variable Xi appears at most (at least) once in r, for each 1 < i < m. 
Moreover, we say that A is linear, nondeleting if it is both linear and nondeleting. 
A homomorphism tree transducer is a bottom-up tree transducer as above such 
that Q=Q’={q} and f or every m>O and cr~C, there is exactly one rule in R with 
left-hand side a(q(x,),...,q(x,)). Note that a homomorphism tree transducer is 
deterministic. 
In this paper deterministic bottom-up (homomorphism) tree transducers are 
referred to as db (h) transducers. The notations db and h with prefixes 1, n and In 
denote the linear, the nondeleting and the linear, nondeleting db and h transducers, 
respectively. For example, by an lndb transducer we mean a linear, nondeleting and 
deterministic bottom-up tree transducer. 
Let x be any modifier taken from {db, ldb, ndb, lndb, h, lh, nh, lnh}. Then a tree 
transformation A is an x transformation if there exists an x transducer that induces A. 
The class of all x transformations is denoted by X, so we have DB, LDB, NDB, 
LNDB, H, LH, NH and LNH as classes of tree transformations. 
We denote by I the class of all total, identical tree transformations. Note that I is 
a subclass of any of the above tree transformation classes. 
2.5. Remark 
We make some observations and give some constructions concerning db trans- 
ducers that will be used in the paper. 
Let A =(C, Q, A, R, Q’) and B=(A, P, !2, R’, P’) be two db transducers. The 
composition of A and B is the db transducer C = (C, Q x P, 0, R”, Q’ x P’), where R” is 
constructed from R and R’ as follows: 
(a) a rule o-+(p, q)(r) is in R” if and only if there exists a rule a-p(r’) in R such 
that r’ i q(r), 
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(b) arulea((p,,q,)(x,),..., (pm, qm )(x,))+ ( p, q)(r) is in R” if and only if there is 
a rule ~(~l(~l),...,pm(~m))-+~(r’) in R such that r'(q,(x,),...,q,,(x,))~q(r). 
It is easy to see that for the induced tree transformations we have C = A 0 B, an exact 
proof can be found e.g. in [l] or [S]. Among others, this proves that DB is closed 
under composition, i.e. DB 0 DB G DB. 
The composition technique described above can be used to show further inclusions 
of type Yo Z G V, where Y, Z and V are some subclasses of DB. Really, we take an 
arbitrary y transducer A and a z transducer B and construct their composition C. If 
the tree transformation C is in V, then we have Yo ZG V. 
Another observation is that if Y 3 ZGZ and 1~ Y, as in most of the reasonable 
cases, then we have Yo Z=Z. This is because any tree transformation BEZ can be 
written as A 3 B, where A is a tree transducer inducing a suitable identical tree 
transformation. 
Finally, we note that if A is an ndb transducer, then for any (t, s)EA, we have 
If(s) 3 If(t). 
3. A finite presentation for [M] 
We collect the tree transformation classes we want to investigate into the set 
M = {DB, LDB, NDB, LNDB, H, LH, NH) 
and define the monoid 
[M] = { y1 0.. c YJn30, YiEM for l<ibn}, 
where the empty composition is meant to be I. Observe that, at the same time, [M] is 
a poset with respect to G. We note that the class LNH is not taken into M since 
LNHo Y= YoLNH= Y for every YEM. 
Moreover, we take the homomorphism ( ( : M* -[Ml, which is the (unique) exten- 
sion of the identity mapping on M. Note that Ihl =I. 
For any w, ZE M*, the formal equation w = z is said to be valid in [M] if 1 w I = I z I 
holds. 
The congruence on M* generated by ) I is denoted by 8,, Then, obviously, we have 
[M] = M*/H,, 
In this section we give a finite representation (M; T) of [M] such that the formal 
equation IA = u is valid in [M] for every (u, U)E T. To prove that (M; T) presents [M] 
we shall show that G = 8,, . 
We define the following Thue system T over M, where the elements (u, v) of Tare 
written as u = v: 
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(1) NH*LH=H, (2) LH*NH=H, 
(3) NH*NH=NH, (4) LH l LH = LH, 
(5) LNDB l LNDB = LNDB, (6) LNDB l LH = LDB, 
(7) LNDB*NH =NDB, (8) LNDB*H=DB, 
(9) NH l NDB = NDB, (10) LH l LDB = LDB, 
(11) NH*LDB=DB, (12) LDB*LNDB=LDB, 
(13) NDB*LNDB=NDB. 
First we show that any element of T is valid in [M]. 
3.1. Theorem. For any (u, U)E T, ) u I= I u ( holds. 
Proof. The formal equations (1) and (2) were proved to be valid in ([4]). However, the 
concept of an h transducer in [4] was introduced in another way, namely an 
h transducer was defined as a total deterministic root-to-frontier free transducer with 
singleton state set. But this concept of an h transducer is equivalent to the one 
introduced in this paper, see Theorem 1.9 in [8], so we can conclude that (1) and (2) 
are valid in [MI. 
The validity of (8) follows from the proof of Theorem 3.15 and Lemma 4.1 in [3], 
from where that of (6) and (7) follow as special cases. The fact that (3), (4), (5), (9), 
(lo), (12) and (13) are valid can easily be shown using the technique described in 
Remark 2.5. 
Thus, the only thing we have to show is that (11) is valid in [M], i.e. that 
NH 0 LDB = DB. 
By Remark 2.5, we have NH 0 LDBsDB. We show the reverse inclusion as well. 
To this end, take a db transducer A = (C, Q, A, R, Q’). Let rhs(R) be the set of the 
right-hand sides of rules in R and, for every tErhs(R) and i 3 1, let t(i) be the number of 
the occurrences of xi in t. Put n=max{t(i) ( tsrhs(R) and i> l}. We construct an 
h transducer B and an ldb transducer C so that A = B 0 C. 
Let B=(C, p, C’, R’, p) such that Y is the smallest ranked alphabet with 
CL., = (0’ 1 CEZ,}, for every m 30 and that R’ is the set of the rules 
~(P(Xl),...,P(X,))~P(~‘(X,,...,Xl,...,~,,...,X,)), 
where every variable of x 1,. . . , x, appears n times on the right-hand side. 
Moreover define the ldb transducer C=(C’, Q, A, R”, Q’), where a rule 
a’(q,(x1),..., 41(Xn),...,4m(Xn.(m-1)+1),...,4m(Xn.m)) 
+&-(x1 ,...,X,,,...,X,.(*-l)+l,...,x~.(~-l)fn, )) 
is in R” if and only if the rule 
(+II(Xl),..., qm(xm))~q(r(xl,...,x~,...,x~,...,x~)) 
is in R such that xi appears ni times in the right-hand side for every 1 <id m. 
Then the following statement can be proved by structural induction on t: for every 
t E T,, SET, and qEQ, t 5 q(s) if and only if (~s’ET,.) (t $ p(f) and (s’ $ q(s)). 
Thus, for the induced tree transformations, we have A =Bo C and, hence, 
DB c NH 0 LDB. Hence, (11) is also valid in [M]. 0 
3.2. Corollary. $ G 8, , 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we have YG 0, ,. Hence, by induction on n, it follows that 
+Str,, for ev er 1130, where $ is the n-fold composition of 7. y 17 
Next we show the reverse inclusion 8, I L $, which is much harder to prove. 
To begin with, we specify a finite subset N of M* and show that it is a set of 
representatives for (3,. Let this set be defined as 
N=Mu(H*NDB, HoLNDB, NH*LNDB, LH*LNDB, hj. 
First we prove that the realizations of any two different elements of N under ) ( in 
[M] are different, i.e. that for any w, ZEN, w + z implies 1 WI # /zI. Actually, we prove 
more: we give the inclusion diagram of the set 1 NI = { 1 WI / WEN}. The candidate for the 
inclusion diagram of 1 NI is displayed in Fig. 1. 
3.3. Theorem. The diagram in Fig. 1 is the inclusion diagram of IN 1. 
Proof. We observe that if a class Y is above another class Z and there is an edge 
between Y and Z, then Z s Y. This follows from the fundamental inclusions between 
elements of M and from the fact that, by Remark 2.5, Y1 0 Yz E DB ( Yr 0 Y2 c NDB, 
Y 1 3 Y2 c LDB) for any classes (nondeleting classes, linear classes) Yr and Y, in M. 
Thus, it remains to show that the inclusion diagram in Fig. 1 is correct, meaning that 
all the inclusions shown are proper and that all the unrelated classes are 
incomparable. 
We need the following two lemmas. 
3.4. Lemma. LDB g H 0 NDB. 
Proof. Define the ranked alphabet C= {a(‘), g(“} and denote by TO, ( T:) the subset of 
Tr consisting of all trees in T, that contain odd (even) number of a’s. Note that aE T_?. 
Moreover, define the mapping odd T,+T, as follows: 
(a) for t = a, we have odd(t)= t, 
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Fig. 1 
(b) for t=o(t,, t2) with tl, t2ETI, we put 
(i) odd(t)=a if either tl, tzETi or tl, t2~T;, 
(ii) odd(t)=a(a, odd(t,)) if tlcTH and tZET;, 
(iii) odd(t)=cr(odd(t,), a) if ~,ETO, and t,~Ti. 
Roughly speaking, odd works as follows. For every tE TX with t #a, odd substitutes 
a for every subtree t’ of t for which the following two conditions hold: 
(a) t’ contains an even number of a’s, 
(b) t’ is not a proper subtree of another subtree that contains an even number of a’s. 
We prove that odd can be realised by an ldb transducer as well. In fact, consider the 
ldb transducer A, of which the rules are 
(a) a+~&), 
(b) UP,, P,(x,))+P&), 
(c) 4Po(Xl), Po(-%))+Pek& 
(4 o(P,(xI), P&))+P,(~(~~ XZ)) and 
(4 d~&~), P&~)+P&J(x~, 4). 
It is obvious that, with pe and p. as final states, we have A = {(t, odd(t))) te T,) and 
that AELDB. 
We show that A#H 0 NDB. Intuitively, this is because an h transducer is unable to 
recognize if a subtree of an input tree t contains an even or an odd number of a’s. 
Suppose that AEH 0 NDB, i.e. that A = B 0 C for some h transducer B=(C, p, A, R, p) 
and ndb transducer C = (A, Q, C, R’, Q’). We claim that B must be deleting. Really, if 
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B were nondeleting, then we would have B 0 CENDB by Remark 2.5 and, hence, 
If(s) 3 If(t) for every (t, S)EB 0 C. This, however, contradicts A = B 0 C since there are 
trees t in Tz so that If(s) < If(t), where s = odd(t). 
Then suppose that the (only) rule of B for cr is a( p(xl ), p(x,))+p(r), where YE T,, 1 is 
such that x1 appears at least once in r. (Hence, B deletes the subtree corresponding to 
x2 of the input tree.) Take an arbitrary element t in TU, with t # a and let t’ be the tree 
obtained from t by substituting the rightmost occurrence of a in t by a(a, a). Then we 
have t’~ TP and, at the same time, B(t) = B(r’) since B neglects the rightmost a in t and 
the ~(a, a) in t’ substituted for this a in t. Hence, Bo C(t)= Bo C(f), which is 
a contradiction since A (t’) = a and A(t) #a. The symmetric case, where the rule of B for 
G deletes the first subtree of the input tree can be handled in a similar way, while the 
case where the rule of B for G deletes both subtrees of 0 leads to an obvious 
contradiction. With this we have proved the lemma. 0 
3.5. Lemma. NDB $ H 0 LNDB. 
Proof. Define the ranked alphabets .Z= {a(‘), o(l)} and A = {a”), I$‘), y(2)) and define 
the ndb transducer A =(C, Q, A, R, Q’), where Q = Q’= {p, q} and R consists of the 
rules 
(a) a+~@4 
(b) 4p(x,))+dy(x,> XI)) and o(q(xl ))-~(0~)). 
Without specifying explicitly the tree transformation induced by A, we note that 
A( T,) is not a recognizable tree language and that for each m>,O if (o”‘(a), t)EA, then 
lf(t)=2”, where n= L(m+ 1)/2J. 
We show that A$H 0 LNDB. (This is because an h transducer cannot count how 
many times it applies a duplicating (triplicating, etc.) rule.) Suppose that A =Bo C, 
where B is the h transducer (C, U, a, R, u) and C is the lndb transducer (52, Q, A, R’, Q’). 
We claim that B cannot be linear. For, if B were linear, then the tree languages B( TJ 
and B 0 C( T,) would be recognizable (for arguments see [S, pp. 174 and 175]), 
contradicting that A = B 0 C. 
Hence, the (only) rule of B for 0 is of the form a(u(x,))+u(r), where rg T,. 1 such 
that x1 appears k> 1 times in r. Then we observe that if (a”‘(u), ~‘)EB for some m3 1, 
then If(t)) 3 k”. Moreover, since C is nondeleting we have If(t) >lf(t’) for every 
(t’, t)eC. Hence, for every ma 1 and (a”‘(u), t)~Bo C we have lf(t)>k”. On the other 
hand, by A = B 0 C we have If(t) = 2”, where n = L(m + 1)/2J, which is a contradiction. 
We obtain that A$H 0 LNDB, proving our lemma. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (conclusion). Now we can finish the proof of the correctness of 
the inclusion diagram. 
We saw that LDB$ H 0 NDB, whereas H 0 LNDB $ LDB since the left-hand side 
contains tree transformations induced by nonlinear db transducers. Consequently, 
LDB $ H 0 LNDB and H 0 NDB $ LDB. Hence, we obtain that H 0 NDB c DB, 
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LDBc DB (which was already known), LH 0 LNDB c LDB and LH 0 LNDB c 
H 0 LNDB. 
Similarly, we proved that NDB $ H 0 LNDB, while H 0 LNDB $ NDB due to 
standard arguments. Thus, we have that H 0 LNDB c H 0 NDB, NDB c H 0 NDB, 
NH 0 LNDB c NDB and NH 0 LNDB c H 0 LNDB. 
It is an easy exercise to show that the classes NH 0 LNDB, LH 0 LNDB and H are 
pairwise incomparable. This proves that Hc H 0 LNDB, NH c H, LH c H, 
LNDB c NH 0 LNDB and LNDB c LH 0 LNDB. 
The inclusions I c NH, I c LH and I c LNDB are trivial. 
Finally, we note that any class from the line NDB-NH 0 LNDB-NH is incompar- 
able with any one from the line LDB-LH 0 LNDB-LH. In fact, the first one contains 
nonlinear tree transformations and the second one contains deleting tree trans- 
formations. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
3.6. Corollary. For any z, z’EN, z = z’ if and only if 1 z[ = 1 z’ I. 
Proof. If z = z’, then obviously 1 z I= 1 z’ 1. On the other hand, if z + z’, then, by Theorem 
3.3, either lzlclz’i or lz’lc /zI or IzI and Iz’I are incomparable. Anyway, we have 
IZI Zlz’l. 0 
The following lemma is essentially at the heart of each of our main results. 
3.7. Lemma. For every WE M *, there exists a ZEN such that w $ z. Moreover, z can be 
given efectively. 
Proof. First we list some further equations, each of which can be proved from T: 
(14) H*NH=H (15) NH*H=H, 
(16) H*LH=H, (17) LH*H=H. 
(18) LH*NH=NH*LH, (19) H*H=H. 
(For example, we prove (14) as H l NH = LH l NH l NH = LH *NH = H.) 
In the proof we use the table that can be seen in Fig. 2. It contains the following 
informations and can be used as follows. The rows of the table are marked by the 
elements of N and the columns are marked by the elements of M. Let CEN and YEM 
be arbitrary. Then, in the entry determined by C and Y, we find either C* Y and 
nothing else or an element D of N and a sequence of numbers so that the equation 
C* Y= D is provable from T. In the first case C* Y is itself in N and in the second case 
the numbers below D in the entry indicate the serial numbers of the equations 
in T with which we can prove the equation C* Y=D. For example, in case 
C=NH*LNDB and Y=LH we have that D=DB and we can prove 
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NH l LNDB l LH = DB as follows: NH l LNDB l LH y NH l LDB with equation (6) 
and NH l LDB 7 DB with equation (11). We note that the direction and the place in 
which and where a formal equation is to be used is not shown by the table explicitly. 
This little trouble is left to the reader. 
Now we induct on C!‘(W). 
If a(w)=O, then we have w =A and, thus, z-k 
Let /(w)>O, i.e. let W=U* Y for some UEM* and YEM. By induction hypothesis, 
there effectively exists a YEN so that u G y. Then, in the sense we described above, z is 
shown in the entry of the table determined by the row y and the column Y. 0 
3.8. Corollary. N is a set of representatives for O,I. 
Proof. By the previous lemma, for any WEM*, there exists a ZEN, so that w $ z. Then, 
by Corollary 3.2, we have 1 w I= )z I. Moreover, if WEM* and z, Z’EN are so that 
1 w I = IzI and I w I = Jz’l, then IzI = (~‘1 from where, by Corollary 3.6, it follows that 
z-z’. 0 
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3.9. Corollary. The monoid [M] is finite and the diagram in Fig. 1 is the inclusion 
diagram of [M] (with respect to c). 
3.10. Corollary. 8, , E $. 
Proof. Let w and w’ be in M* such that 1 WI = 1 ~‘1. Then, by Lemma 3.7, there exist 
z and z’ in N with w$z and w’$z!. Since $ce,, we have (zI=IwI=(w’I=Iz’I. 
Hence, by Corollary 3.6 we obtain that z = z’. Then w 4 z = z’ $ w’, i.e. w $ w’. 0 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
3.11. Theorem. T is a finite presentation for the monoid [M]. 
Proof. By Corollaries 3.2 and 3.10, we have 8, I =$. On the other hand, 
[M]EM*/B,,. 0 
4. Decidability results 
In the previous section we gave a set N of representatives for the congruence $ and, 
in Lemma 3.7, presented an algorithm which, given a weM*, supplies a ZEN SO that 
w $ z. This implies the following result. 
4.1. Theorem. The word problem of M*/G is solvable. 
Proof. Let w, W’E M *. Construct z and z’ in N such that w $ z and w’ $ z’. Then, since 
N is a set of representatives for G, w $ w’ if and only if z = z’. 0 
Since we possess the inclusion diagram of IN 1, there is another consequence of 
Lemma 3.7 with respect to tree transformation classes. Namely, given arbitrary Y and 
2 from [M], we can decide if YGZ holds or not. However, at this point we have to 
make it clear what we mean by “given” in the previous sentence. By “given a YE[M]” 
we mean that “given a WEM* so that 1 WI = Y”. Thus, in this sense the inclusion (and 
the equality) problem in [M] is decidable. 
4.2. Theorem. For any given Y, ZE[ M], it is decidable if YGZ holds. 
Proof. Let w and x in M* be given so that \wI = Y and 1x1 = Z. Then construct, by the 
proof of Lemma 3.7, y, ZEN with w $ y and x 4 z. Then I y ) = Y and Iz / = Z; hence, 
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Y c Z if and only if 1 y 1 G 1 z 1, which is decidable by considering the inclusion diagram in 
Fig. 1. 0 
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we mention the following result, which follows 
from Theorem 4.2 in a standard way (but also from Theorem 4.1 directly). 
4.3. Corollary. For any given Y, ZE[M], it is decidable if Y= Z holds. 0 
Having the Thue system T we gave in the previous section, it is important to know, 
as in every such case, whether it has the ChurchhRosser property or not. For, if it has, 
then there is a standard algorithm to decide the word problem of M*/$ working in 
linear time; see [2]. Unfortunately, Tfails to have this important property: it is easy to 
see that NDB l NH $ LNDB l NH, but there exists no REM*, so that NDB* NH s z 
and LNDB l NH $ z. 
However, we can easily construct another Thue system T’ over M such that it is 
equivalent to T and is Church-Rosser, which also implies the decidability of the word 
problem of M* / $ in linear time. 
We define T’ as 
T’ = {(u, 2.) 1 F(u) < 3, VGN, u#v and nc~}. 
Then it should be clear that $ = $. So it remained to show that T’ is ChurchhRosser. 
It is well known that a Thue system is Church-Rosser if and only if there is a unique 
irreducible string in every block of the Thue congruence generated by the system, see 
Theorem 4.4 of [2]. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that N = IRR( T’). 
It is obvious that NE IRR( T’). To prove the converse, let us denote by IRR,( T’) 
the set of the irreducible words of length n with respect to T’, for every nonnegative 
integer n. Then, by the definition of T’, we have 
IRR,(T’)={h}, 
IRR 1 ( T’) = {DB, LDB, NDB, LNDB, H, LH, NH} 
and, by using the table in Fig. 2, 
IRR2( T’) = {H l NDB, H l LNDB, NH l LNDB, LH l LNDB}. 
Moreover, again by the definition of T’, IRR,( T’) =@ for every IZ > 3. Hence, we obtain 
that IRR( T’)c N. 
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By Theorem 4.5 of [2], we conclude that the word problem of M*/$ is decidable in 
linear time. 
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